Use this checklist to indicate the cabinet accessories you’d like to consider for your project. Images can be found in the Storage Solutions Brochure. Review this checklist with your Dura Supreme designer as you plan your project.

**SPICE ACCESSORIES** (pgs 4-5)
- Base Pull-Out Spice Rack (BPOC-SR or BPOF-SR)
- Deluxe Drawer Organizer Style A or B (DDOA or DDOB)
- Door Spice Rack (DSR)
- Drawer Spice Rack (DWSR)
- Island Open Spice or Doors (ISLTPA-DR or ISLTPA-OS)
- Wall Pull-Out Spice Rack (WPOP)*

**CUTLERY** (pgs 6-7)
- Chop Block in Drawer (CBD)
- Drawer Knife Holder (DKH)
- Hood Pull-Out Knife Block (PIL-M or TOWR-J)
- Pull-Out Knife Block (BPOC-KB or BPOF-KB) pg 28
- Two-Tier Wood Cutlery Tray Style B (TTWCT-B2)

**SILVERWARE & UTENSILS** (pgs 8-9)
- Adjustable Drawer Partitions (ADWRP) pg 17
- Cutlery Divider (CD)
- Deluxe Drawer Organizer Style A or B (DDOA or DDOB)
- Drawer Partitions (DWRP)
- Stainless Steel Cutlery & Utensil Tray (533B13A)*
- Two-Tier Wood Cutlery Tray Style A or B (TTWCT-A or TTWCT-B)

**LIFT-UP STORAGE** (pg 10-11)
- Base Swing-Up Mixer Shelf (BMSC)
- Wall Bi-Fold Door (WBFD)
- Wall Lift Door (WLD)
- Wall Stay Lift Door (WSLC)

**COOKWARE & BAKEWARE** (pgs 12-13)
- Base Tray Cabinet (BT)*
- Lid Storage Partition – Back (LSP-B)
- Lid Storage Partition – Sides (LSP-S)
- Pot & Pan Roll-Out (ROSPD)
- Pull-Out Tray Storage (BPOC-TS or BPOF-TS) pg 29
- Shallow Roll-Out Above Drawer (ROSAD)
- Tray Dividers (TDB)
- Tray Divider Kit (TDK)*
- Tray Divider Pull-Out (TDPO)

**SINK & RECYCLING** (pgs 14-15)
- Base Recycling Center (BRC)
- Corner Base Recycling Center (SCBRC)*
- Pull-Out Towel Bar (BPOC-TB or BPOF-TB)
- Sink Base Door Rack (SBDR)
- Sink Base Pull-Out Caddy (SBPOC)
- Sink Mat (SBFM)*
- Tip-Down Sink Tray (TDFS or TDF)
- Two-Tiered Sink Base Organizer (SBO)

**ROLL-OUT STORAGE** (pgs 16-17)
- Adjustable Drawer Partitions (ADWRP)
- Bread Board (BB)*
- Bread Drawer Cover (BDC)*
- Pot & Pan Roll-Out (ROSPD)
- Roll-Out Shelves (ROS)
- Roll-Out Shelves Deep (ROSD)
- Shallow Roll-Out above Drawer (ROSAD)
- Stainless Steel Roll-Out Shelves (SSROS)*
- Tray Divider Pull-Out (TDPO) pg 13

**PANTRY SOLUTIONS** (pgs 18-19)
- Base Cabinet Pantry (BCP)
- Base Open Wicker Basket Cabinet (BWBD or BWVB)*
- Base Pull-Out Pantry – Wood or Wire (BPOP or BPOPW)
- Deep Drawer Organizer for Stainless Steel Drawers (DDOSS)*
- Tall Pantry Storage Cabinet (PSC)*
- Sliding Wicker Basket (SWB)
- Stainless Steel Drawer w/ Partitions* (BPOP or BPOPW)
- Tall Pull-Out Pantry – Wood or Wire (TPOP or TPOPW)
- Tall Utility Cabinet Pantry (UCP)*
- Wall Pull-Out Pantry (WPOP)*

**BEVERAGE CENTERS** (pgs 20-21)
- Base Wine Rack (BWR)*
- Base “X” Wine Cabinets (XBD or XB)
- Drygoods Storage Drawer (DGSD)*
- Roll-Out Bottle Rack (ROSR)
- Tall Wine Rack (TWR)*
- Wall Hinge Top (WHB)
- Wall Wine Rack (WWR)
- Wine Glass Holder (WGH)*
- Wine Rack Cabinet Diamond (WRCD)*
- “X” Wine Cabinets (XW or XWB)

**PLATEWARE STORAGE** (pgs 22-23)
- Dish Storage Drawer (DSD)
- Island Plate Display (ISLTPA-PL)*
- Plate Rack Drawer (PRDWR)
- Wall Plate Display (WPDR, WPDC or WOPDC)

**CORNER STORAGE** (pgs 24-25)
- Base Corner Swing-Out Shelves (BCSOSW)
- Corner Base Baskets (BCBB)
- Corner Base Recycling Center (SCBRC)*
- Corner Base Swing-Outs (BCSO)
- Giant Susan Corner Base (GSSCB)
- Wall Corner Wood Susan (DCWWS)

**HOOD ACCESSORIES** (pgs 26-27)
- Dura Supreme Hood w/ Tower or Pillar
  - Apothecary Drawers
  - Drawers
  - Hinged Door
  - Open Shelves (Pillar only)
  - Pull-Out Cutlery Block
  - Pull-Out Spice Rack

**PULL-OUT STORAGE** (pgs 28-29)
- Base Pull-Out Knife Block (BPOC-KB or BPOF-KB)
- Base Pull-Out Spice Rack (BPOC-SR or BPOF-SR)
- Base Pull-Out Towel Bar (BPOC-TB or BPOF-TB)
- Base Pull-Out Tray Storage (BPOC-TS or BPOF-TS)
- Wall Pull-Out Pantry (WPOP)*

**BEYOND THE KITCHEN** (pgs 30-31)
- Media Storage Drawer (MSD)
- Media Pull-Outs (ETPB, ETPD, ETWRPA or ETWRP8)
- Roll-Out Shelf Flat (ROSF)
- Coat Rack Organizer with Hooks (CRO)
- Vanity Grooming Cabinet (VGC)
- Vanity Pull-Out Clothes Hamper (VCHFD or TVCH)*
- Vanity Pull-Out Storage (VPOS)*
- Vanity Wastebasket (VWB)*
- Medicine Cabinet or Mirrored Medicine Cabinet (MCD or MCM)*
- Apothecary Drawers (BAD or WE_D or WE_VD)
- File Drawers (D3DF or D2DF)*
- Desk Drawer (DD)*
- Keyboard Drawer (KD)*
- Desk Organizer (DO, DOC or DOCD)*
- Desk Letter File (WPH or WPHD)*
- Bootbench (BENCH)*
- Lockers (LKR)*

* Indicates NOT SHOWN in the Dura Supreme Storage Solutions Brochure
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